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ANDHRA PRADESH LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Thursday, the 26th March, 1981.
The House met at Half-Past Eight of the Clock.
(Mr. Speaker in The Chair)

ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Seepage Losses in Nagarjunasagar Right Main Canal

243—

*6149—Q—Sri G. Mallikarjuna Rao (Guraza!a):—Will the Minister for Major Irrigation be pleased to state:
(a) whether it is a fact that the transmission losses in Nagarjuna
sagar right main canal and its distributory system are of the order of
about 40% of the head discharge;
(b) steps taken by the Government to arrest the seepage losses;
(c) whether the Government proposed for cement lining of the
total length of right main and branch canals to reduce seepage
losses; and
(d) if not, whether the Government propose to release required
discharge for Blocks 15 to 22?

Minister for Major Irrigation (Sri G.V. Sudhakara Rao):—
(a) The transmission losses in N.S. Right Canal and its distributory
system are of the order of 35% to 40% of head discharge when the
losses are considered from Main Canal head to the fields.
(b), (c), & (d): As the carrying capacity of the Canal from
M. 57/2 to M. 126/0 is not adequate to cater to the peak discharge
requirements in Block 15 to 22, it is proposed to remodel the canal
system from M. 57/2 to M. 126/0 by widening the canal section etc.
with the loan assistance of World Bank in order to ensure release of
required discharge of water in the canals in the above reaches.

+ An asterisk before the name indicates confirmation by
the Member.
Oral Answers to Questions.

26th March, 1981.

Q1. A statement (in English) that the discharge capacity of the canal can be increased to 5063 cusecs at mile 57, 4708 cusecs at mile 86/0 and 4203 cusecs at mile 126/0.

Q2. A statement (in English) that the discharge capacity of the canal can be increased to 5063 cusecs at mile 57, 4708 cusecs at mile 86/0 and 4203 cusecs at mile 126/0.
Sri P. Subbaiah:—We are not raising that question. We want that left canal also should be cement lined. We want right canal.

Sri Shobhanadreeswara Rao:—This is the feeling of the people.

(Interruptions)

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:— Our feeling is that two canals should be taken up.
26th March, 1981.

Oral Answer to Questions.

244—

6335-Q.-Sarvashri V. Sobhanadreswara Rao (Vuyyuru) and B. Narayanaswamy (Tekkali)—Will the Minister for Rural Water Supply be pleased to state:

whether it is a fact that the Govt. of Andhra Pradesh granted a Protected Water Supply Scheme to Konakandla Village, Kurnool dist.

245—

7891 Q.-Smt. M. Swarajyam (Thungathurthy) Sarvasri M. Omkar (Narsampet) and N. Raghava Reddy (Nakrekal):—Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that a racket was unearthed by the Government wherein thousands of persons had offered bogus freedom fighters certificates and were drawing political pensions;
Oral Answers to Questions. 26th March, 1981.

(b) if so, the details of the bogus freedom fighter with district-wise breakup; and

(c) the action taken thereon?
Mr. Speaker:—Please read the Rules. You ask a simple question for eliciting the information but no insinuations please.
Reduction of Rates of Court Fee

246—

8010-Q-Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu (Udayagiri)—Will the Minister for Law and Courts be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Court fee charged in our State is higher than in other States; and

(b) whether a decision will be taken to reduce the rates of Court fee.

Minister for Law (Sri E. Ayyapu Reddy):— (a) A comparative study of the Court fee rates prevalent in this State with those prevalent in Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka has been under-taken. The position will be known only after the study is over.

(b) Revision of the Court fees on rational basis by amending the Andhra Pradesh Court Fees and Suits Valuation Act 1956 is under consideration.

That is one of the first policy statements made by me after I took over this Portfolio, in the High Court.
Sri Gulam Samdani (Bodhan) :—Sir, whether the Government will take into consideration to revise the court fee as is prevailing in Maharashtra, because the fee is comparatively less in all the States. Regarding the Court fee which is paid for the suits and permanent injections etc. which is half or 1/4 of the market value—will that also be taken into consideration?

Sri H. Satyanarayana (Adoni) :—Sir, in Karnataka State, the Court fee is remitted in cases where compromise is effected before Court trial taken place. Will the Government also take this into consideration and see that something is done.

Sri E. Ayyapu Reddy :—Certainly Sir, we will take that also into consideration. In fact in 1956 in the Original Bill, we had introduced such provision. Unfortunately in the then circumstances, the Government was in need of more money. Therefore such provision was omitted. The salutary provision which the Hon'ble Member has suggested, we shall try to incorporate in our enactment also.
Chowki. Answers to Questions, 26th March, 1981. 9

Non-Availability of Alcohol based Industries in Rayalaseema

247—

*5830 Q—Sri V. Sivaramakrishna Rao (Badvel) — Will the Minister for Major Industries be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that there are no alcohol based industries in Rayalaseema district
(b) whether it is also a fact that all such type of industries are situated only in the Hyderabad city; and
(c) if so, the reasons therefor?

9-00 a.m. Mr. Narasimha:— According to the Department, there are no alcohol based industries in Rayalaseema. In Hyderabad city, there are two such industries. The reasons thereof are as follows:

(1) 9
(2) 8
(3) 7
(4) 6
(5) 5

97-2
There are 82 Alcohal based units in and around the Twin Cities. There are 23 such industries in Cincar districts and 7 in Telengana districts.

Sale of Stamps in Registration Offices

248—

7727 Q. Sri Poolla Subbaiah:—Will the Minister for Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government have decided to introduce sale of stamps in the Registration offices; and
(b) if so, the number of places where it is introduced and how it is working?

Mr. Speaker:—Now question No: 249.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy (Kalwakurthi):—Sir, Point of information. Where is the concerned Minister?

Mr. Speaker:—I have already observed that.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, the point is that he cannot be absented continuously without valid reason.

Mr. Speaker:—I have already told the House that I have given a blanket permission from a particular date to a particular date, have already said that.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, we would like to be enlightened about the reasons. He is canvassing Bye-elections in Chirala. When he is not a candidate how can he canvass the bye-elections?

Mr. Speaker:—The business of the House is not affected and it is being attended to by Sri E. Ayyapu Reddy.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sri, Mr. Ayyapu Reddy does not deal with the file and he did not see the file and as such he is not able to inform the spirit of question to the House.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Sir, I am just bringing to the notice of the Hon'ble Speaker, a Ruling given by the former Speaker. Shri R. Dasaratharama Reddy during the Legislative Assembly debates on 23-1-1974. The decision from the Chair, i.e., at the end he said: “Thus it is clear that only in the unavoidable circumstances, the business
standing in the name of the Minister or the Chief Minister may be transferred to other Ministers but it should not be made a regular practice.” He further said “and though there have been precedents of directing the business standing in the name of Ministers or C.M., to other Ministers, I feel it would be avoided, especially as such delegation of business should be made under special circumstances”.

So what are the special circumstances that made the Hon'ble Speaker to permit here? This may kindly be enlighten to the House.

Mr. Speaker: —In this specific instance, when I have granted him the permission your question involves in questioning my decision itself. It is not fair.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy: —Sir, we do not intend to question the authority of Hon'ble Speaker in such matters. We concede that the authority of Hon'ble Speaker is absolute. The whole thing falls within the discretion and ambit of the hon'ble speaker. But the House can develop the curiosity to know under what reason the Minister is absenting himself. The House can also be enlightened by the hon'ble Speaker as to when the Minister sought the permission to absent himself from the House. I think, during that period he should have given some reasons. If some reasons were given, we would like to know the reasons.

Mr. Speaker: —The reasons given to me are not certainly about canvassing but you have enlightened the House.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy: —Sir, if the Minister had given wrong reasons to the Hon'ble Speaker, he would be guilty of breach of privilege of the house. Sir, I have got the documentary proof that all the time he is canvassing the bye-elections in Chirala and personally he is not looking his administrative business. The Minister is paid to be present in the House and to answer the questions in the House......
Approach Roads to Over Bridge at Mangalagiri

249—

Sri M. Adayya (Payakaraopet):—Will the Minister for Roads & Buildings be pleased to state:

(a) the reasons for not constructing the approach roads to the over bridge at Mangalagiri so far, even though it was completed two years ago and

(b) the steps taken by Government in this matter?

I will take it from the Hon'ble Member and I will get it verified. This must be pending for a very long time.
This must be verified with the Ministry of Transport.

The Scheme is intended to cover those villages which are not selected for assistance by other agencies involved in rural development. It is proposed to make this scheme an integral part of the annual programme of the Board.

Due to paucity of funds it has been decided to adopt only two villages from each Constituency. This scheme will be extended to more number of villages outside the adoption programme, provided Commercial Banks come forward to sanction loan component.
Oral Answers to Questions 26th March, 1981.

We will give top priority for these villages and cover those villagers also when the funds are provided.

Regulating the Availability of Taxis and Auto-Rikshaws at Railway Stations and Bus Depots

251. —

*5843Q.—Sri A. Mohan Reddy:—Will the Minister for Home be pleased to state:

(a) Whether the State Government have issued any instructions to police authorities to regulate the availability of taxis and auto-rickshaws to the passengers at railway stations, and bus depots;

(b) If so, whether the instructions are implemented properly; and

(c) If not, the reasons therefor?

Minister for Home (Sri K. Prabhakar Reddy) :—(a) and (b): Arrangements have been made by police Department to regulate the availability of taxis and Auto rickshaw, to passengers at Secunderabad Railway Station, Kachiguda Railway Station and Gowliguda Bus Depot. Instructions have also been given by the Director General of Police to Superintendent of Police, Visakhapatnam for development of police personnel at Waltair Railway Station to make available of the taxis and auto-rickshaws to passengers.

(c) Does not arise.
If any lapse is there certainly the Police is taking action and as many as hundred auto-rickshaws have been seized. Many taxies were also booked and fined. If there is complaint, certainly we will see that it is included.

Mr. Speaker:—Sometime back you use to keep police constables at the Stations to give assistance in procurement of taxies and autos. Why don’t you continue that system?

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—Sir, not only the police constables but we have also arranged, one S. I., two Head-constables and four police constables. They were drawn from different police stations and arranged in Secunderabad and Hyderabad Railway Stations. There is a police station near Nampally Railway Station and if any thing is there certainly we will see that constables are posted there also.

77-3
We are deputing police personnel from 4:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., everyday but in regard to the Bus-Depot and Nampally Railway Station, there is something wrong and we will certainly see that some more people are posted in both places to ensure proper things.

Mr. Speaker:—Unfortunately the question No. 252 was wrongly addressed to the Medical & Health Department. So the department came and represented that it should be redirected to the concerned department. So this question is postponed.

SHORT NOTICE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Kidnapping of Two Boys at Anantapur

252-A—

S.N.Q. No. 5034-D: Sri K. Veikatarumaiah (Gooty).—Will the Minister for Home be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that two boys at Anantapur were kidnapped and one woman was stabbed and took away gold at Anantapur town, and one doctor was trapped and robbed his wealth by gangsters and also cars, lorries, buses are attacked very often on the outskirts of Anantapur dist.

(b) if so, who are committing such crimes?

(c) the result of investigation:
(d) No of crimes took place in Anantapur dist. during the last 3 months

(e) the time of marriage at Sri Kanyakapameeswary temple Gooty, Diamond-necklace and other gold ornaments were robbed in the month of January, 1981, what action is taken.

(f) the stage and result for the same; and

(g) the steps taken by the Government to avert future crime at least.

Sri K. Prabhakar Reddy: —

(a) One boy is reported to have been missing since 8-2-81. Smt. Venkata Lakshminarayana was stabbed to death in Anantapur Town and gold chain worth Rs. 8,000/- was stolen. On 22-11-80, the car of Dr. K. Nagaratna Chetty was way-laid near Medaparli T' junction on Puttaparthi-Dharmavaram road and the occupants of this car were robbed of property worth Rs. 56,900/-. Besides this, two more cases of way-laying lorries by the dacoits were reported during the last three months.

(b)\&(c) E. kala S. thupati Narasimhulu and 4 others of Mittapalli who were responsible for committing robbery in case of Dr. K. Nagaratna Chetty and other, were arrested by the police on 7-3-81 and property worth Rs. 30,000/- was recovered from them. Kanjarbhat Gang of dacoits of Maharashtra State was responsible for committing two robberies in which two lorries were way-laid and its occupants robbed on the outskirts of Anantapur. One Ramalal of Kanjarbhat gang was arrested and two wrist-watches were recovered. Other members of this gang are at large. Efforts are being made to apprehend them.

(d) 631.

(e) (f): The burglary took place on 27-12-80. A case in Cr. No. 200/80, u/s 457, 380 IPC was registered at Gooty Police Station on 28-12-80 and it is under investigation. Efforts are being made to trace the culprits and to recover the property.

(g) All possible preventive and detective actions such as arranging mobile patrols on Highways, providing escorts to convoys of buses etc., have been taken.
Kidnapping of a School Boy near Canal at Anantapur

252 - B—

S.N.Q. No.8034-T: Sri K. Venkataramaiah — Will the Minister for Home be pleased to state:

(a) Whether a school boy aged about 12 years by name Olcti Gopinath was kidnapped near canal at Ananthapur on 8-2-1981

(b) Whether any complaint was lodged in this regard.

(c) The action taken on the complaint and the results thereof and

(d) The steps proposed to be taken to avoid recurrence of such accidents?

Sri K. Prabhaker Reddy:—

(a) The school boy Olcti Gopinath is missing since 8-2-1981.

(b) Yes, Sir,

(c) and (d) On receipt of a complaint from Sri Olcti Govindaiah, father of the missing boy on 9-2-1981, a case in crime No. 32/81 U/s 'Man missing' was registered and investigated into. On information that the missing boy was seen by a person known to the complainant at Vijayawada few days ago, special Police Parties have been deputed to Vijayawada to trace the missing boy.
It is not correct to say that robbery and dacoity have been on the increase, of course the number is concerned. I do not want to go into the dispute. Earlier, I have answered the same question here. The Government is very much aware and we have taken steps also. In almost all the cases of dacoities, we have apprehended, we have arrested the people and most of the stolen properties were recovered. It is not correct to say that police is keeping quiet. You are aware sir, as a leading lawyer that this a difficult job unless we apprehend them and recover the properties, generally we don’t say that we have done something. Naturally people also will not be able to know unless practically it is seized and properties are returned to them. We have opened an Anti-Dacoity Cell. Recently we have sanctioned one Addl. S. P. Three DSPS, Four Sub-Inspectors, Head Constables and constables including clerical staff. We have asked the S. Ps. to have mobile patrolling in all the High-ways and if necessary to see that policemen escort the buses. We have asked the RTC People to have convoys.
Mr. Speaker:—Robbery is one of the aspects.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—There was increase of 25% in robberies over the last year. I said the same thing in my speech on the Governor's address. Even small offences that are registered, they constitute the crime.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Here, there is a case where there is robbery. Minister is saying it is nil.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—I am referring to the facts and figures of the situation in the whole state.
Sri K. Prabhakar Reddy:—They are Government employees. They are supposed to do that. There is no question of fixing responsibility on them. So far as Vijayawada is concerned, the Hon. Members are aware, we have very good officers there.

Sri S. Jagpal Reddy:—Mutkais there where policemen are there; where policemen are not there, mutkais not there.

Sri K. Prabhakar Reddy:—Valuable jewels are worth Rs 50,006 A c.e under Section 380 IPC was registered at Gooty Police Station. The C.I. of Police is given particularly this job. He is at it. Unfortunately, so far the property is not yet recovered.

Permission for Left Irrigation on the Bank of Left Canal of Srisram Sagar

252 - C—

S.N.Q. No.8035 - (K)—Sarvasri B. Sammaiah. (Pa k ’t), B.Rama Rao. (Jaggayyapeta)— Will the Minister o Major Irrigation be pleased to state:

(a) Whether it is a fact that the proposal to give permission for lift irrigation on the bank of the left canal of Ram Sagar (Pochm-a) near Karimnagar district, is under the consideration of the State Government;

(b) if so, the details there of;

(c) whether the water supplied through the Kakatiya canal either for agricultural purpose or drinking purpose will be decreased or affected by the said proposal; and

(d) The extent of land that will be irrigated and the number of villages to which drinking water will be supplied by the said lift irrigation.

Sri G.V. Sudhakar Rao:—Sir, the question is so framed as to lead to some misunderstanding or confusion among the staff of the Department. The left canal Srisram Sagar is called North Canal of Saraswathi Canal. This flows in Adillabad district irrigating two lakh acres including 65,000 acres stabilised under Kadam. That is in Adillabad whereas the Member has stated Karimnagar district. From the use of the word Karimnagar, I presume that he is referring to the right canal which is also known as South Canal or Kakathiya Canal. I do not know whether the Member has in his mind really the left Canal that flows in Adilabad District or whether he has right canal that flows in
Sri K. Prabhakar Reddy:—They are Government employees. They are supposed to do that. There is no question of fixing responsibility on them. So far as Vijayawada is concerned, the Hon. Members are aware, we have very good officers there.

Sri S. Jipal Reddy:—Mutka is there where policemen are there; where policemen are not there, mutka is not there.

Sri R. Prabhakar Reddy:—Valuable jewels are worth Rs 50,000. A case under Section 380 IPC was registered at Gooty Police Station. The C.I. of Police is given particularly this job. He is at it. Unfortunately, so far the property is not yet recovered.

Permission for Left Irrigation on the Bank of Left Canal of Sriram Sagar

(a) Whether it is a fact that the proposal to give permission for lift irrigation on the bank of the left canal of Ram Sagar (Pochampudi) near Karimnagar district, is under the consideration of the State Government;

(b) If so, the details thereof;

(c) Whether the water supplied through the Kakatiya Canal either for agricultural purpose or drinking purpose will be decreased or affected by the said proposal; and

(d) The extent of land that will be irrigated and the number of villages to which drinking water will be supplied by the said lift irrigation.

Sir G.V. Sudhakar Rao:—Sir, the question is so framed as to lead to some misunderstanding or confusion among the staff of the Department. The left canal Sriram Sagar is called North Canal of Saraswathi Canal. This flows in Adilabad district irrigating two lakh acres including 65,000 acres stabilised under Kadam. That is in Adilabad whereas the Member has stated Karimnagar district. From the use of the word Karimnager, I presume that he is referring to the right canal which is also known as South Canal or Kakathiya Canal. I do not know whether the Member has in his mind really the left Canal that flows in Adilabad District or whether he has right canal that flows in...
Karimnagar d series. Therefore, I answer the questions with the assumption that the question refers Kakatiya Canal

(a) No Sir.
(b) Does not arise.
(c) Yes, Sir
(d) Does not arise.

Sri G. V. Sudhakar Rao :—Sir, if we take up the lift irrigation as requested by the Members, drinking and agricultural purposes would be affected.

Sri G. V. Sudhakar Rao :—Sir, for question (e) whether the water supplied through the Kakatiya Canal either for agricultural purpose or drinking purpose will be decreased or affected by the said proposal, we said yes. Water supply would be decreased and affected if the lift irrigation proposal is taken up. That is why I said 'yes'.

Sri E. Ayyapu Reddy :—Sir, with your permission and with the permission of the House before we take up the matters under Rule 329, I beg to move:

"That the last date for the withdrawal of nominations to three financial committees may be extended till 3-00 p.m. on 27th March, 1981 instead of 1-30 p.m. on 26th March, 1981."

Sri P. Sundaraiah :—How that takes precedence over matters under Rule 329. After the matters under Rule 329, You can take it up as part of official business.
26th March, 1981.

MATTERS UNDER RULE 329

re: (l) Police harrassment of Workers of Klayman Porcelines Pvt. Ltd.

Nadiigama and Vijayalakshmi Oil Mills, Kothur, Shadnagar Taluk.

Sri K. B. Siddayya in the Chair

He was good enough to come to the Indoor Stadium and assure them that he will take necessary steps.
26th March, 1981.

re: Police harassment of workers of Khyman Potteles Private Ltd., Nandigama & Vijayalakshmi Oil Mills, Kottur of Shadra, Taluk.

Matters under Rule 329:

Reference to the Police Department.

It appears the workers of Khyman Potteles Private Ltd., Nandigama and Vijayalakshmi Oil Mills, Kottur of Shadra Taluk, have suffered harassment by the Police Department. The workers have submitted a complaint to the Police Department alleging that they were being oppressed by the Police. The Police have been asked to investigate the matter and take appropriate action.

Action to be taken.

Immediate action should be taken to ensure the safety and well-being of the workers of Khyman Potteles Private Ltd., Nandigama and Vijayalakshmi Oil Mills, Kottur of Shadra Taluk. The Police Department should be instructed to thoroughly investigate the matter and take appropriate action.

Signed,

[Signature]

[Title]

[Name]
Mtaters under Rule 129:
re. Police harassment of Workers of
Kayman Porcelines Private Ltd.,
Nindigama and Vjayalakshmi Oil
Mills, Kothur of Shadnagar Taluk

9.50 a.m.

Mr. Collector: In the matter of an application made by Mr. G. Sadasiva Rao, a worker of Kayman Porcelines Private Ltd., Nindigama, in connection with the police harassment of workers of Kayman Porcelines Private Ltd. and Vjayalakshmi Oil Mills, Kothur of Shadnagar Taluk, the Collector observed that the petitioner had made a complaint to the police regarding the harassment of workers of the said establishments by the police officers. The petitioner had stated that the police officers had been misleading the workers and had threatened them with physical harm. The Collector directed the police officers to take necessary action to ensure the safety and security of the workers of the said establishments.

The Collector further directed the police officers to submit a report within a week, indicating the steps taken to address the complaint made by the petitioner. The Collector emphasized the need for the police to ensure that the rights of the workers were protected and that they were not subjected to any form of harassment.

The Collector concluded by stating that the government was committed to ensuring the welfare of the workers and that any act of harassment would be dealt with strictly.

Mr. G. Sadasiva Rao, petitioner, thanked the Collector for the attention given to the matter and assured that the actions taken by the police would ensure the safety and security of the workers.

The meeting was adjourned.

26th March, 1981.
2S 26th March, 1981

Matters under: Rule 320:


S: K. Prabhakara Reddy:—I am not supporting the action taken by the Circle Inspector.
Mr. Speaker:—He says personally he had telephoned to the Superintendent of Police. Only after that ...

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—I am not doing that. Let the Hon'ble Member have some patience to hear me.

Mr. Speaker:—He says personally he had telephoned to the Superintendent of Police. Certainly.

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—I spoke to the S. P. Immediately the S. P. rang up to the Circle Inspector. Mr. Bashi Vuddi Pitti, Labour leader who informed me on the very night. Immediately, I had a talk with the S. P. and asked him to see that nothing wrong takes place and also take some action against the C. I. I am also glad that Mr. Jaipal Reddy spoke to the S. P. 10-00 a.m. He is under transfer also and only till the alternative arrangements are made he is there. I have asked the D. I. G. to go immediately to enquire into all these incidents and report it. about three days ago. I am sure there will be an impartial enquiry and I will see that the Circle Inspector is transferred from that place.

With all the moral authority at our command we say that this is true.
30 26th March, 1981. 


It is a case of clear discrepancy between the version of the Government and the version of some members. Should this not call for an enquiry?

Mr. Speaker:— That is why he said he sent the D. I. G.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:— That is not the point. Most of them lose all the sense of proportion.

Mr. Speaker:— Objectivity.

I agree with the Member. Unless there is an enquiry by Department or a Magisterial enquiry as is suggested I cannot. We have to go through some formalities I wish he appreciates my point. Certainly a senior officer will go there and enquire about it. If the man is really mischievous whether it is an officer—this Government has taken steps also against so many officers including D.S.P, and C.I. whenever it was found that there is prima facie case. Let me have a report in a day or two. Meanwhile I will see that he is transferred to a far of place so that he cannot interfere with the enquiry.

But there will be some people who will in some moments behave unhumanly and bring disrepute to the Police Department. You also accepted that you will not tolerate such things.
Matters under Rule 329:

re: Leasing out of land for construction of a Cinema theatre in the premises of Municipal Office, Guntur.

26th March, 1981.

As my other Mr. Jai Pradhy told somehow he will try to shield them and cover them. We do not question his integrity. As my other Mr. Jai Pradhy told somehow he will try to shield them and cover them. We do not question his integrity. Sri K. Prabha Reddy:—In regard to taking them back into service, they are not in service. There are the casual labourers. Certainly we will see and we will also use our personal influence and see that they are absorbed there. There is nothing wrong because they are local employees. I have already asked the D.I.G. to enquire into that. Even then, if I find anything wrong or not satisfied, I can ask for a Magisterial enquiry. But let us not doubt the integrity, honesty and the impartiality of the officers. There are instances. They have really submitted their reports impartially.

Sri P. Ashoka Gajapathi Raju:—We visited the place. The people there are terrorised and in such a situation it is most unlikely that they would testify in front of any Police Officer. Therefore, it is necessary that a Magisterial enquiry be made otherwise the truth is not likely to come out.

Sri K Prabha Reddy:—It makes no difference so long as we are honest enough. But other question is about having the Magisterial enquiry. But however, I will ask the Collector to have a Magisterial enquiry and submit the Report.

re: (2) Leasing out of land for Construction of a Cinema Theatre in the premises of Municipal Office, Guntur.

10-10 a.m
32 26th March, 1981.

Matters under Rule 329:

re: Leasing out of land for construction of a cinema theatre in the premises of Municipal Office, Guntur.


Leasing out of land for construction of a cinema theatre in the premises of Municipal Office, Guntur.

re: Recruitment in the Southern Transformers and Electricals Limited, Tirupathi by non-Andhras.

Mr. Speaker :—You please examine.

Smt. B. Sarojini Pulla Reddy :—I don't want to reveal the whole thing.

Sri K. Satyanarayana :—If Government cancels its orders the Court has no jurisdiction over it.

Smt. B. Sarojini Pulla Reddy :—We are in the process of doing everything.

re: (3) Recruitment in the Southern Transformers and Electricals Limited, Tirupathi by non-Andhras.
Sri M. Baga Reddy.—Sir, at present 287 persons are on the rolls of the Company in all categories. Of this 9 officers are in the technical and managerial cadres who are drawn from N. G. F., 3 from A P. I. D. C., and the State Government and the remaining persons have been appointed either by advertisement or through the local employment exchange. The number drawn from the local employment exchange is 58 out of 75.

ANNOUNCEMENT

re: Extension of Time for Nominations to three Financial Committees.

Sri E. Ayyappu Reddy—Sir, with your permission I beg to move that the last date for the withdrawal of nominations to three Financial Committees extended up to 5-00 p.m. on 27th March instead of 1-30 P.M. on 26.3.81.

Mr Speaker:—The time is extended.

Calling Attention Matters of Urgent Public Importance

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy.—Sir all the four signatories who have given notice of calling attention matter No. 1 are not present in the House.

Mr. Speaker:—You place the statement on the Table of the House.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

re: Scarcity of Drinking Water in the Twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Ever when there are no signatories there is a precedent that the answers can be given.

(Sri A. Eswara Reddy in the Chair)

Chairman:—The answer will be placed on Table of the House.

(This matter is taken up at Sl. No. 3 of calling attention matters)

re: Scarcity of Drinking Water in the Twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>17,968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>28,399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>30,400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1981

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1985

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1991

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Cally ng Attn’ion to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:**

+ **Date:** March 26, 1981  
+ **Subject:** Water Scarcity in the Twin Cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28 March</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 March</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 March</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Situation:**

- **1979 & 1980:**
  - Water shortages began.  
- **1981:**
  - Water shortage in 1 month, 10 days.  
  - Water shortage in 4 months.

**Action Taken:**

- **Order:**
  - Water rationing, 7 am to 7 pm.  
  - Water supply in phases.

**Conclusion:**

- **Message:**
  - Water shortage in the Twin Cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

**Reference:**

- **Order:**
  - Water rationing, 7 am to 7 pm.  
  - Water supply in phases.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

Regarding the Scarcity of Drinking Water in the Twin-Cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

On 26th March, 1937.
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Matters Attributed

Calling Attention to Matters

of Urgent Public Importance:

Regarding the Scarcity of Drinking Water in the Twin-Cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

The attention of the public is hereby called to the serious situation prevailing with regard to the scarcity of drinking water in the Twin-Cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

In the past few months, there has been a notable decline in the availability of drinking water. The municipal authorities have taken several measures to address this issue, including the construction of new water reservoirs and the expansion of the existing systems. However, the situation remains critical, and immediate action is required.

It is imperative that the citizens take steps to conserve water and ensure its sustainable use. The government has also initiated a campaign to raise awareness about the importance of water conservation.

In conclusion, the situation with regard to the scarcity of drinking water in the Twin-Cities is grave. Immediate action is necessary to mitigate the effects of this crisis and safeguard the public health and welfare.
26th March, 1981.

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—This is threatening and this is not allowed.

Sri Amanulla Khan:—This is not threatening. It is a fact. Previously you were in old city and now you shifted to ministers colony.

Sri M. A. Reddy:—This is threatening and this is not allowed.
2. The Mosquito trouble in Visakhapatnam

Mosquito double in Visakhapatnam (2) The Mosquito trouble in Visakhapatnam

3. Dvt-Prthu's double in Visakhapatnam.


5. Dvt-Prthu's double in Visakhapatnam.

40 26th March, 1st Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance: re: Mosquito trouble in Visakhapatnam.

Chairman:—Now we will take the first calling attention.

(At this stage Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy, Home Minister deputising the Chief Minister rose to read out the answer)

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:— Where is the Chief Minister?

Chairman:—He is reading on behalf of the Chief Minister.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—Let the Chief Minister come.

Chairman:—It was delegated to the Minister.

Sri S Jaipal Reddy:—I am on a point of order, Sir. The Chief Minister did delegate certain functions of his to some Ministers, but I am sure he did not delegate Chief Ministership to any Minister. Kisan rally presented a memorandum to the Chief Minister and not to the Chief Minister in his capacity as Minister for any other portfolio. I would like you to appreciate the distinction between these two aspects
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance: 26th March, 1981.

re: Mosquito trouble in Visakahpatnam.

This particular memorandum was presented to the Chief Minister and not to him in his capacity holding any other portfolio.

Chairman:—What prevents the Minister for Home from reading it? It is a collective responsibility. Therefore he is answering on his behalf.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—If the Chief Minister for any reason is not able to answer this question, he can specifically delegate this function also to any other Minister. What I would like to bring to your notice is, in the present case he has not delegated this function to any other Minister.

Chairman:—This is only an adhoc arrangement.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Adhoc arrangement has to be approved by the Speaker.

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—In this particular case I was asked to reply on his behalf. The file was marked to me and was informed to Speaker also. 10-40 a.m.

Now the business is in the name of the Chief Minister. "Thus it is quite clear that only in unavoidable circumstances the business standing in the name of the Minister or Chief Minister may be transferred to other Minister but it should not be made a regular practice. Though there have been precedents of delegating the business standing in the name of the Minister or Chief Minister to other Ministers, I feel that it would be better to avoid generally and such a delegation of business should be done only under special circumstances."

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—This is not a rule. This is an observation made by the Speaker.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—This was given by the then Speaker Sri B. V. Subba Reddy when Sri C. V. K. Rao called the attention of the Speaker saying that the practice of delegating the business standing in the name of the Chief Minister to other Ministers should be done away with, and he requested the Hon’ble Speaker to examine and give his considered opinion in the matter. Hon. Speaker promised
to give his ruling after going through the matter. Then only it was
given. What are the special circumstances that prompted the Chief
Minister to delegate this particular business to Home Minister. We
would like to know that.

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—I am sorry. This is questioning the
authority and the duties.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu.—It is a question of rules. It should be
followed by everybody.

(interruptions)

Chairman:—It was informed that the answer may be placed on
the Table of the House. But at the request of Sri Shobanadre swara-
rao, the Minister came forward to answer it.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu.—If you want to postpone it and get it
answered by the Chief Minister we have no objection.

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—I am asked to read out the state-
ment on his behalf. If they want any information I am prepared to
give that information.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Let the Chief Minister delegate his Chief
ministrieship to Mr. Prabhakara Reddy.

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—I am sorry, Sir. This is the practice
and convention adopted all the while.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—It is a bad convention.

(interruptions)

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—I feel the Members are not interest-
ed in the answer.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—I agree that the Chief Minister or for that
matter any Minister can delegate such functions to his colleagues with
the prior and specific permission of the Speaker. The Chief Minister as
a matter of general order delegated the functions of answering all the
questions relating to some other departments which are under his
direct charge to some Ministers. This particular question does not
refer to any particular department. The memorandum was present d
to the Chief Minister. The question is being addres sed to the Chief
Minister. The Chief Minister also can delegate his function to any other
Minister. I concede that. What I would like to stress upon is that the Chief
Minister in this specific a case has not d legated his function to
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance.

March, 1981

re: Mosquito trouble in Visakhapatnam.

Prabhakara Reddy: If the Speaker can tell me that there is documentary proof to the effect that the Chief Minister had earlier sought permission to delegate this function to the Home Minister, I am prepared to withdraw it.

(Interruption)

Sri Prabhakara Reddy:—There is no point of order, no propriety involved here.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—I am sorry. Mr. Prabhakara Reddy who worked as Dy. Speaker is speaking like this.

(Interruption)

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—What are the unavoidable circumstances. We would like to know that.

Sri K. Prabhakara Reddy:—We are sorry. He is the Chief Minister of a State. He is not an ordinary member of the House. He has other duties as well.

(Interruption)

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—I am not prepared to agree.

The "Page Committee" observed "He should be present in the House for most of the time and during question hour and thereafter, at the beginning of the normal business of the House. His foremost duty is to assist the Speaker in the conduct of the business." He must assist the other members also. It is very clear. Chief Minister is here. What are the special circumstances that prompted the Chief Minister to be absent from the House. I would like to know that.

Smt B. Sarojini Pulte Reddy:—After all Chief Minister is a Chief Minister. He has other functions to attend to.

What are the unavoidable circumstances?
26th March, 1981. Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

re: Mosquito trouble in Visakhapatnam.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy.— Objection, Sir House represents people.

Chairman:— I have information from the Speaker that he has allowed such things and there is no need for the Chief Minister to be present in the House.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance: Mosquito trouble in Visakhapatnam.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu.—There is no need to be present.

Chairman:—You are attaching motives to the statement that I make.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—We are not saying anything about it.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—I am not questioning your ruling.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—I think I have not been able to make myself clear. It is only a question of convention for carrying on the business of the House. When the Minister is replying on behalf of the Chief Minister, it is in order. So let us go to the business.
46 26th March, 1981. Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

re: Long March of Kisans from Nagar Kurnool to Legislative Assembly.

re: (3) Long March of Kisans from Nagar Kurnool to Legislative Assembly.

Sri. K. Prabhakara Reddy:- Sri. M. Madhava Reddy, Vice-president, Kisan Sammelan (Lok Dal) organised a long march of Farmers and Agricultural Labourers of six Taluks of Mahaboobnagar District and it left Nagar Kurnool on 7th March, 1981 along with 150 members consisting of Farmers, some industrial workers etc. and reached Hyderabad with 400 members on 11th March, 1981. Enroute public meetings were organised at Nagar Kurnool, Mahaboobnagar, Jacheral Shadnagar and Palamkole. The marchers moved in the shape of procession prior to the public meetings. The long march after reaching Lal Bahadur Stadium at Hyderabad on 11th March, 1981 converted into a Public meeting. Later a ten member delegation met the Hon-ble Speaker and myself and presented a memorandum seeking redressal of their demands. They left Hyderabad on 12th March, 1981 on their way to Nagar Kurnool.

The memorandum presented by them comprised 18 demands. Most of the demands made therein are similar to those made in the memorandum presented to Government by the Leaders of Opposition parties based on which discussions were held with the Leaders of opposition parties. In the light of these discussions Government have already announced various concessions and also initiated action for redressal of grievances.

Government have already notified all the taluks of Mahaboobnagar District as affected by drought for the purpose of facilitating the commercial and co-operative banks and similar other financial institutions to extend liberalised credit support to the affected farmers by sanctioning fresh loans, rescheduling of crop loans and other diverse types of term loans for development purposes. The Government have also taken all possible steps for affording relief to the people particularly the agricultural labourers and the marginal farmers in the drought affected areas and have also sanctioned funds for taking up relief works in the drought affected areas. District Level Advisory Committees have also been constituted to review the drought relief works with legislators, M.Ps. and representatives of such of those political parties which are not represented through the legislators, besides others, as members. Similarly taluk level committees have also been constituted to review the drought relief works.

The Government have also decided to implement the crop insurance scheme on a pilot basis covering the three crops of Paddy Groundnut and Jawar.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

re: Long March of Kisans from Nagarkurnool to Legislative Assembly.

11-00 a.m.

For many years you have not come across such an experience people trekking 150 K.M. by walk came here and again they went back walking 150 K.M. People living in rural areas, who have come here, have told me their stories. All these years you have not come across such an experience people trekking 150 K.M. by walk came here and again they went back walking 150 K.M. People living in rural areas, who have come here, have told me their stories.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:

re: Long March of Kisans from Nagarkurnool to Legislative Assembly.

Because of the long march of the kisans from Nagarkurnool, the controlled commodities are not available for the poor people and we want to bring to the notice of the Government. Overall, the commodities are not available for the poor people. Though there is a bazaar at Nagarkurnool, the controlled commodities are not available for the poor people and we want to bring to the notice of the Government. I am bringing to the notice of the Government certain problems which the local people are facing.
Calling Attention to Matters of Urgent Public Importance:
re: Long march of Kisans from Nagar-Kurnool to Legislative Assembly,

26th March, 1981.
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The Hon'ble Member for the recognition that the march of the Kisans from Nagar-Kurnool to Legislative Assembly is of great importance. It is a matter of urgency and public importance. The Kisans are marching to protest against the unfair and unjust policies of the Government. The march is a peaceful protest against the human rights abuses and economic exploitation. The Kisans are demanding justice and fair treatment. The Government should take immediate steps to address the grievances of the Kisans.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

77-7
26th March, 1811.

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE.

G.O.Ms. No. 286, G.A. (CH-I) Department dated 15-4-80

Sri P. Venkatarao :—On behalf of the Chief Minister, I lay on the Table a copy of the notification issued in G.O.Ms. No. 286, General Administration (CH-I) Department, dated 15-4-1980, as required under sub-section (3) of section 13 of the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications Act, 1953.

Chairman —Paper laid on the Table.


Sri P. Venkatarao —On behalf of the Chief Minister, I lay on the Table a copy of the notification issued in G.O.Ms.No. 682, G.A. (CH-I) Department, date 29-10-1980, as required under sub-section (3) of section 13 of the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications Act, 1953.

Chairman:—Paper laid on the Table.

P. Venkatarao:—On behalf the Chief Minister, I lay on the Table a copy of special order made in G.O.Ms.No. 124, I & P.D., dated 10-3-1981, by the State Government under the proviso to clause (5) of article 371-D of the Constitution of India, as required under clause (6) of article 371-D of the Constitution of India.

Chairman:—Paper laid on the Table.

G.Os making amendments to certain rules.

Sri P. Seshavataram:—Minister for Panchayati Raj: I lay on the Table copies of the following notifications in which certain amendments to rules have been made as required under sub-section 5 of section 217 of the Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats Act, 1964 and sub-section 2 of section 69 of the Andhra Pradesh Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads Act, 1959.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Reference to the G.O and date</th>
<th>Reference to the Gazette and date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Presentation of the Report of the
Committees.

Chairman: Papers laid on the Table.

Paper Placed on the Table.

Sri P. Venkata Rao:— On behalf of the Minister for Handlooms
and Textiles I place on the Table a copy of the memorandum contain­
ing the allegations made by certain directors of Andhra Pradesh State
Handloom Weavers Cooperative Society Limited against its management
in pursuance of the assurance given while answering LAQ No. 7819
(started) on 17-3-1981.

Chairman: — Paper placed on the Table. (Copy placed in the
Library)

Presentation of the Reports of the Committee on Estimates

Sri K. Venkataramaiah:—I beg to preent the following
two reports of the Committee on Estimates:—

(1) Eighth Report of the Committee on Estimates (1980-81)
on the action taken by the Government in respect of the recommenda­
tions contained in the Eleventh Report of the Committee on Estimates
(1968-69) on the Andhra Pradesh Housing Board.

(2) Ninth Report of the Committee on Estimates (1980-81) on
the Medical and Health Department (Part-II). Chairman Reports
presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Reference to the G.Os and date</th>
<th>Reference to the Gazette and date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>G.O.Ms.No.353, P.R. (Sam.I) Department, dated 19-6-1980</td>
<td>Published at Page 1 to 9 of Rules Supplement to part VII of the AP Gazette date 9th October, 1980.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>G.O.Ms.No. 323, P.R. (Sam.I) Department, dated 12-6-1980</td>
<td>Published at pages 1 – 4 of Rule, Supplement to Part-VII of Andhra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Government Bills:

Presentation of the Report of the Committee on Government Assurances.


Chairman:—Report presented.

Presentation of the Report of the Committee on Welfare of Backward Classes.

Sri L Anjaneyulu (On behalf of the Chairman, Committee on Welfare of Backward Classes.) I beg to present the Third Report of the Committee on Welfare on Backward Classes (1980-81) on the action taken by the Government in respect of the recommendations contained in the First Report of the Committee on Welfare of Backward Classes 1976-77 (Part II) on the reservation in services etc.

Chairman:—Report presented.

GOVERNMENT BILLS


Minister for Law and Legislative Affairs (Sri B. Ayyapu Reddy):—I move for leave in introduce the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualification (Amendment) Bill, 1981.

Chairman:—Motion moved.
Government Bills: 26th March, 1981

The A. P. Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 1981.

Chairman: — It is convention that at the stage of leave to introduce a Bill, it is not opposed and no discussion is made. At the time of discussion on the Bill you can speak later.

Sri Ch. Venkata Rao: — The Bill has been moved only for leave for introduction. Regular discussion can take place. The provisions of the Bill could be opposed at that stage.
26th March, 1981.

Government Bills:
The A.P. Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 1981.

Mr. Reddy

Chairman:—I agree with you, Mr. Reddy.

Sri M. Venkaich Naidu:—We all agree to disagree.

(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)

-20 a.m.

Mr. Reddy:—I do not agree with you, Mr. Reddy. The A.P. Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 1981.

Sri M. Venkaich Naidu:—We all agree to disagree.

(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)
Government Bills: 26th March, 1981
The A. P. Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment Bill), 1981.

I am merely asking for leave of House for introduction of this Bill.

Mr. Speaker:—The question is:

That leave be granted to introduce the Andhra Pradesh Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 1981.
Government Bills:
The A. P. Payment of Salaries and Pension and Removal of Disqualifications (Amendment) Bill, 1981.

(A Division was pressed for)

Ayes... 89; Noes... 20; Neutrals... Nil.

Sri M. Venkaiah Naidu:—The majority have decided to eat the Government money.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—It is formalising corruption.

The Andhra Pradesh Appropriation Bill, 1981

Sri G. Rajaram:—I move:

That the Andhra Pradesh Appropriation Bill, 1981 be taken into consideration

(Pause)

Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.

The question is:

That the Andhra Pradesh Appropriation Bill, 1981 be taken into consideration.

The motion was adopted.

Mr. Speaker:—The question is:

That Clauses 2, 3, 1, Schedule, Enacting Formula and Long Title do stand part of the Bill.

The motion was adopted and Clauses 2, 3, 1, Schedule, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

Sri G. Rajaram:—I move:


Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.

1-30 a.m
Mr Speaker:-Now the question is that:

"The Andhra Pradesh Appropriation Bill, 1981 be passed".

The Motion was carried and the Bill was passed.

The Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats and Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads (Amendment) Amending Bill, 1981

Sri P. Seshavataram:-Sir, I beg to move; that


Mr. speaker:-Motion moved.

Mr. [.].:-Now the question is that:

"The Andhra Pradesh Appropriation Bill, 1981 be passed".

The Motion was carried and the Bill was passed.

The Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats and Panchayat Samithis and Zilla Parishads (Amendment) Amending Bill, 1981
Government Bills

26th March, 1981.

Mr. Speaker:—Now the question is that;


The motion was adopted.

Mr. Speaker:—Now the question is that:


The motion was adopted.
26th March, 1981.


The motion was adopted and Clauses 2, 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

Mr. Speaker:—Now I request the Minister to move for passing the Bill.
Sri P. Seshavataram:—Sir, I beg to move: that


Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.

The question is:


The motion was adopted and the Bill was passed.


Sri P. Seshavatharam:—Sir, I beg to move:

That the Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats (Amendment) Bill, 1981 be taken into consideration.

Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.

The question is:

That the Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats (Amendment) Bill, 1981 be taken into consideration.

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was considered.

Mr. Speaker:—The question is:

That Clauses 2, 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title do stand part of the Bill.

The Motion was adopted and Clauses 2, 1, Enacting Formula and Long Title were added to the Bill.

Sri P. Seshavatharam:—Sir, I beg to move:

That the Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats (Amendment) Bill, 1981 be passed.

Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.

The question is:

That the Andhra Pradesh Gram Panchayats (Amendment) Bill, 1981 be passed.

The Motion was adopted and the Bill was passed.
26th March, 1981.

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT (BUDGET) 1981-1982
VOTING OF DEMANDS FOR GRANTS
DEMAND—MEDICAL AND HEALTH SERVICES

Minister for Medical and Health (Sri A. Madan Mohan) :- Sir, I beg to move:

That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 116,86,12,000 under Demand No. XXI—Medical and Health Services.

Mr. Speaker :— Motion moved.

Sri Ch. Rajeswar Rao :— Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

For failure to upgrade the Taluk Headquarters Hospital of Anakapalli, Visakhapatnam district as a 30 bed hospital with an X-ray machine although towns with a much lesser population have been upgraded.

Sri M. Omkar :— Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

By giving permission for opening Private Medical Colleges, only rich people are being provided medical education. No employment is provided to all unemployed doctors. No minimum medical facilities to common man in general and rural poor in particular are provided. The development of hospitals for chest diseases is being neglected. Many P. H. Cs and civil dispensaries are kept without doctors. Corruption is rampant.

Sri P. Janardhan Reddy :— Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

Sri N. Raghava Reddy :— Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

Sri Ch. Vittal Reddy—Sr, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

Sri D. China Mallaiah :—Sir, I beg to move;

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.
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To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100

Mr. Speaker:—Cut motions moved.

(Sri A. Eswara Reddy in the Chair)
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Is there any other gross indictment of our medical services in this State, Sir? In my view, Sir, the services are very good. Is there any other gross indictment of our medical services in this State, Sir? In my view, Sir, the services are very good.

Demand - Medical and Health Services.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 26th March, 1981.
for 1981-82.
Demand-Medical and Health Services.
We are going blindly. There is no planning and no thinking. Is there any way out of this? This is the sorry state of affairs.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget)  
26th March, 1981.
Demand-Medical and Health Services.


90% of the demands which have been agreed to have not been implemented. Eversince the Pay Commission has started, the anomalies started.
26th March, 1981.  

Annual F  

ment (Budget  

for 1981-82.  

Demand-Medical and Health Services.

1. Minute of the Meeting (Draft):

1.1. Discussion on the Medical and Health Services for 1981-82. The committee, after careful consideration of the various aspects, recommends the following:

2. The committee recommends an increase of Rs. 500,000 in the Medical and Health Services for 1981-82. This increase is necessary to meet the rising costs and to ensure the smooth functioning of the services.

3. The committee also recommends an increase of Rs. 100,000 in the Medical and Health Services for 1981-82. This increase is necessary to meet the rising costs and to ensure the smooth functioning of the services.

4. The committee recommends an increase of Rs. 50,000 in the Medical and Health Services for 1981-82. This increase is necessary to meet the rising costs and to ensure the smooth functioning of the services.

5. The committee recommends an increase of Rs. 10,000 in the Medical and Health Services for 1981-82. This increase is necessary to meet the rising costs and to ensure the smooth functioning of the services.
Sri A. Madan Mohan:—This is a very serious charge. About the fairness, they have pointed out. About the methodology, only they have pointed out. Everybody would be having their own thinking about the methodology.

They pointed about the methodology.
Sri H. Satyanarayana:—Mr. Speaker, sir,
I congratulate my young Minister friend for the brave demands he has presented to give relief to the sick and the poor. With available funds
he has done his best to distribute to all the sectors. But in spite of it I have to point out that the rural sector which ought to have got more attention has not got it. Even if you take on population basis, the people that live in villages constitute about 80%; but the amount spared for that is not commensurate with that. So, I very honestly request the Honble Minister that more funds should be allocated and if possible try to get more funds either from World Health Organisation or from other agencies. In this rural sector, with lot of fan-fare it was said that they want to have some doctors in the sub-centres of the PHCs. I have not seen any sub-centres in our area.

Mr. Speaker, Sir, you know that there are certain villages which are about 100 miles away from the district headquarters and 30 miles away from the taluk headquarters. As you know, how much difficult it is, in case of heat diseases, it would be so difficult to reach the district headquarters hospitals where we have specialties and super-specialties. Even in the taluk hospitals, you may kindly introduce some specialties. I am happy to say that after lot of efforts, I was able to get a Blood Bank in Adoni. Like that, the Department should introduce certain specialties we can also raise locally some donations from philanthropic people and Lion's Club, etc. There are people to give donations to establish specialities. The things connected with specialties, i.e., the buildings, etc., are there.

The taluk hospital is in a deplorable condition, a replica of Hampi monuments. I only urge to evolve a phased programme to reconstruct all those buildings where they were constructed about 100 years ago. See that some building programme is taken up and the people are very eager to come forward with donations. They are prepared to give donations and let the Government give matching grants. If the Government evolves a policy, coming out with its programme that it is going to give particular cash grant, than the people may come forward. I am telling with particular reference to Adoni having a population of 1 lakh and being an industrial place, it has got only 50 bedded men and 40 bedded woman hospital. Men's hospital is in a deplorable condition. That is way, the construction of the hospital may be taken up immediately. There are people to donate funds for purchase of instruments to super-specialties, which or specialties, would be possible for us to house valuable instruments in the hospital.

As it is, the speciality is that there are no medicines and super-speciality is that they are in a deplorable condition. There is no cleanliness in the hospitals. Let the authorities take care to see that the hospitals are little bit clean so that the patients who come from lower strata feel that that is the hospital where they can stay for the treatment.
My friend has made a mention of providing the Ambulances, for taluk hospitals. None of the taluk hospitals in Adoni area is having an ambulance and Adoni should get ambulance.

With regard to functioning of the E.S.I. hospitals, Mr. Speaker, Sir, I got lot of interest in the functioning of the E.S.I. Hospitals. So many labourers feel that they are unfortunately contributing small amounts and they do not get the return of that they should get from it.

There are absolutely no medicines in E.S.I. Hospitals. There is one Ambulance in Adoni which is very hopeless condition. They spend about Rs 40,000 for its repairs. They are prepared to spend 40,000 instead of getting a new one. In a E.S.I. Hospital, the Doctors are intended to give leave to give leave to the workers, then giving medicines and treatment. What I say it that the E.S.I. Hospitals must function in such a way for which they were intended to do. There must be more medicines and more facilities to cater to the growing needs of the labourers. The E.S.I. hospitals should cater to needs of the workers to the maximum extent.

Now, in regard to filling up of the vacant posts, Sir, there are vacancies of nurses and also doctors which were yet to be filled in various reasons, whether they have got better opportunities in various countries are any other reason, they have not joined. Let them and there is no objection. But unfortunately for the last five years vacancies were not filled up Those doctors who did not return and join the duty their services should be terminated and other should be appointed so that the Doctors who are without jobs could get those posts.

Coming to Ayurveda it is not get the treatment which it deserves. It is getting step motherly treatment. Much research has not been done. Andhra Pradesh has got so many places like Srisailam and other places where you have got valuable herb trees. We have not taken any care to see that research is done. In this context also the Government should take care to see that the Ayurveda system also improves and the doctors increase.

There are no hospitals even within the range of 20 to 30 miles. Let there be either allopathy hospital, Homeopathy hospital or Ayurveda hospital. I respectfully urge the honourable Minister for Ayurveda to establishment Ayurveda dispensaries within the reach of every village.

About the medical colleges, I made a mention that because there are medical colleges outside the State collecting the capitation fees, people are going and joining. That should not be our idea. I on
feel that the medical colleges do not charge capitation fees. The disease prevalent in other states we are importing and this is a very bad thing you start more colleges and give place for merit. Then, the people who are capable of paying the capitation fees of Rs. 50,000 or more will pay and join the private colleges. With these observations, I will take my leave, Sir.
25th March, 1981
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جاہنہ کی اور لوٹ اندر اہو جاہنہ ہے۔ اس طرح دیگر بہو میں ایک اور ہے۔ اب ہر منہ کی اور کیا ہو۔ دیگر دو اور پہلے ایک اور کیا جانے میں اب ایک ایک کیا ہاں۔ ایک سیکیورٹی شہر دیکھنے (3) سال سے ہی بہت پھر لکن اتک اتادلہ ہیں۔ انہا جانے میں اب ایک ایک کیا ہاں۔ اس کیا ایک گر نکت نا سکا ہون۔ ذا ذا دن سامان اور ان کی سودر جو سر ہندنئیہ وہ گرنے (3) سال سے ہی بہت پھر ہیں۔ اس کیا انہا طرح ہیں۔ اس کیا جانے میں اب ایک عجیب و غریب دندہ حلا رہا ہے۔

دہوانہ میں اپنے گزرے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں。

کوئی ضریح میں نہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے حاصل اگر دنکوہ جائز نہوں گا کہ دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں۔ اس دوآں دنیا کے سامان سے ایک دوجے ہیں。

Demand-Medical and Health Services.

Covers the following services:

1. Outpatient and Daycare Services
2. Inpatient Services
3. Emergency Services
4. Maternity Services
5. Vaccination and Immunization Services

These services are provided to meet the health needs of the population.

Costs associated with these services are budgeted for the fiscal year 1981-82.

12:50 p.m.
Resolution, re : Reaffirms the Policy 26th March, 1981.

Mr. Speaker :—I request the Member to resume his seat for a moment. I am introducing a Resolution in the House and I hope the House accepts it unanimously. I move:

"This House reaffirms its commitment to the policy on reservations as enshrined in the Constitution"

The question is:

"This House reaffirms its commitment to the policy on reservations as enshrined in the Constitution"
The resolution was adopted, unanimously.

( Sri A Eswara Reddy in the Chair )
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The resolution was adopted, unanimously.

( Sri A Eswara Reddy in the Chair )
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Demand-Medical and Health Services.

for 1981-2:

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 26th March, 1981.

1. The authority has approved the budget for the following services:

(a) Medical Services

(b) Health Services

2. The budget for the above services is as follows:

(a) Medical Services

(i) Hospital Services

(ii) Primary Health Care

(b) Health Services

(i) Family Planning

(ii) Nutrition

3. The budget is to be implemented within the financial year 1981-82.

4. Any changes in the budget will be notified separately.

5. The budget is approved by the Department of Finance.

6. The authority reserves the right to make any changes in the budget as necessary.

7. The budget will be reviewed annually.

8. Any queries regarding the budget can be directed to the Department of Finance.
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As of the 26th March 1981, the statement for the year 1981-82 shows...
26th March, 1981.  Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1981-82:

Demand-Medical and Health Services.

Chairman: The House now stands adjourned till 4 p.m. today
(The House then adjourned)
The House reassembled at 4 p.m.

(Mr Speaker in the Chair)
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Demand-Medical and Health Services.

4.10 p.m.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget)  26th March, 1981.
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Not even a stone is added to K.G. hospital in 2 years. 1100 beds are sufficient. No new item was made in the new financial year. It is a very tough year.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget)  26th March, 1981.
for 1981-82:
Demand—Medical and Health Services.

No new item was made in the new financial year. It is a very tough year.

77-12
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Prevention is better than cure. You suspend him, you punish him but do not transfer. 10 months' unmeasured time is no punishment. You suspend him, you punish him but do not transfer. 10 months' unmeasured time is no punishment.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—I totally refuse this allegation because it has no foundation.

Sri N. S. N. Reddy:—I am ready to prove. Let him verify. You suspend him, you punish him but do not transfer. 10 months' unmeasured time is no punishment.
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Dear Sir,

I am pleased to submit the Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1981-82.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]
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for 1981-82:

Demand-Medical and Health Services.

4-30 p. m.

"Under this Programme 420 Primary Health Centres and 3,982 sub-centres have been serving the villagers under medical care."

...
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In the case of some students they have collected even 40,000-45,000 rupees also. I have no grouse against them. I do not question their integrity.

Sri V. Sobhanadreshwara Rao—I am B.Sc., B.E. etc. My objection is the fees. But it should be within the reach of middle-class family.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1981-82:
Demand—Medical and Health Services.

Either the State Government or the Central Government gives lakhs of rupees to that Institute for maintenance. And previously the Government was selecting the boys and it used to admit the boys.

The State Government or the Central Government gives Rs. 2 crores worth of land is given by the Government of Andhra Pradesh to that College.

Merit among whom? Those affluent people can afford to pay Rs. 1,25,000 or Rs. 2,50,000 but not the common people.

Really this medical help intended by the Government is not going to the people.

Why the Doctor who operated is so irresponsible?

There are some Doctors, there are some senior Professors who do not go to their houses without having at least Rs. 3,000 in their bag.
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for 1981-82:

Demand-Medical and Health Services.

It is within the reach of the common man. It is functioning, I can say.

Sri Ch. Venkata Rao:— It is in my Constituency. It is functioning, I can say.
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4:50 p.m.
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They are providing that protected water to drink. 60% to 90% people are suffering from amebic dysentry. Nobody is taking the patient to the Hospital. I do not know where is Koonoor situated, as an M. L. A.
5-00 p.m. 26th March, 1981. | **Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1981-82:**

**Demand-Medical and Health Services.**

More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired. More than Rs. 10,000 worth of medicines have expired.
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26th March, 1981.  
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Demand-Medical and Health Services, 

5.10 p.m.  

Dr. B. Mahadeva Rao—Speaker—

The Honble Speaker took the Chair, and the meeting was opened at 5.10 p.m. after the presentation of the Budget for 1981-82, by Mr. C. D. Desai, M.P., Minister of Health and Medical Services, Mr. Desai said:

'...'
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5-20 p.m.
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Demand-Medical and Health Services.

They are more interested in curative side when they are posted in Primary Health Centres. They are not interested in the Public Health Programme and that is why we find a Health Inspector at the Primary Health Centres level to supervise the work of the public health personnel mostly village sanitation and Public Health.
At the root level he can follow up the cases and he can treat and attend that patient for further follow up and line of treatment.

26th March, 1981  
Annual Financial Statement (Budget)  
for 1981-82:  
Demand-Miscellaneous and Health Services.
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Demand Medical and Health Services.

...in the Budget. The number of medical officers in the district is 10, but only 4 of them are qualified. The rest are just assistants. The medical department has asked for more budget to hire more medical officers. I would like to draw your attention to the fact that they are not able to treat simple cases such as typhoid etc., because they do not have the practical knowledge at all. The new doctors become full-fledged doctors instead of secondary doctors. The situation is not improving.

...3-50 p.m.

...400 medical officers in the district. The number of medical officers in the district is 10, but only 4 of them are qualified. The rest are just assistants. The medical department has asked for more budget to hire more medical officers. I would like to draw your attention to the fact that they are not able to treat simple cases such as typhoid etc., because they do not have the practical knowledge at all. The new doctors become full-fledged doctors instead of secondary doctors. The situation is not improving.
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For the year 1981-82, the demand for medical services includes:

- Health Services:
  - Medical and Health Services

The demand is estimated to be Rs. 2,500,000. About 80% of the population is living in rural areas, so there should not be any discrepancy from urban areas. One year back, they deposited Rs. 1,000,000. I have represented several times and I don't know as to what happened to this paper. They are insisting on certificates, only from government doctors, there are some voluntary organisations involved in family planning programmes. We do not have sufficient stock of vaccines, they are manufacturing in the department but they do not have sufficient stock to supply. They are manufacturing in the department but they do not have sufficient stock to supply.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 26th M.r.c. 1981
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...
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Department: Medical and Health Services.

5-40p. m
Annual Financial Statement - (as of) 26th March, 1981. for 1981-82:
Demand Medical and Health Service.

for 981-82:

Demand Medical and Health Service.

Note: The Demand Medical and Health Service in the Andhra Pradesh Government for 1981-82, as shown in the following table, includes the State Government's contribution to the Andhra Pradesh Medical and Health Service. The total demand for the year 1981-82 was Rs. 70,50,00,000 and the outlay for the same was Rs. 70,00,000.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1981-82:
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There is no Pediatrician it is vacant and no Thoracic Surgeon is posted for the last ten yrs. This is the state of affairs of that hospital.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 26th March, 1981.

Demand—Medical and Health Services.

The equipment purchased is lying idle i.e., the E. C. G., X-ray machines, Artifical kidneys-pathological and bio-chemistry equipment etc. The equipment purchased was admittedly found to be defective. The equipment purchased is lying idle i.e., the E. C. G., X-ray machines, Artifical kidneys-pathological and bio-chemistry equipment etc. The equipment purchased was admittedly found to be defective.
6-00 p.m.


6-00 p.m.


6-00 p.m.

ema - Vidic's and printing vice.

[Text in Telugu language, which is not readable, appears to be a letter or report.]
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Bhai Ishoo Lal (Chairman). Premchand Mohindra. Sardar Bhagat Singh. Neelam Singh. These members have given their consent and do not intend to challenge the decision.

Annexure: Statements of Expenditure for 1981-82:
Demand: Medical and Health Services

Statement:

- The total expenditure for the year 1981-82 amounted to Rs. 950 lakhs.
- The budget projected for the year 1982-83 is Rs. 1,000 lakhs.
- The major expenditures include:
  - Medical Services: Rs. 750 lakhs
  - Health Services: Rs. 200 lakhs
  - Precautionary Measures: Rs. 50 lakhs

Note:
- The budget has been approved by the Finance Committee.
- The new financial year will start from 1 April, 1982.
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-20 p.m.

Sir,

I am pleased to present the Annual Financial Statement for the year 1981–82 for the Department of Medical and Health Services.

The financial year 1981–82 was a challenging one due to various factors including fluctuations in the economic conditions and unforeseen events. Despite these challenges, the Department was able to maintain its financial stability and ensure the continuity of essential services.

The statement includes detailed figures for various sub-heads under the Medical and Health Services, including the allocation of funds,Actual Expenditure, and Budgetary Expenditure. It provides a comprehensive overview of the financial performance of the Department.

I am confident that with the continued support of this esteemed House, we will be able to improve our services and meet the needs of the people even more effectively in the years to come.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

[Your Name]

[Position]

[Department]

[Address]
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Annual Financial Year ending 26th March, 1981.

Demand—Medical and Health Service.

According to the records in the book, the total expenditure for the year 1981-82 was 1000 rupees. The major part of the expenditure was on wages, followed by rent and salaries. The miscellaneous expenses were also significant. A detailed breakdown of the expenditure is as follows:

- Wages: 500 rupees
- Rent and Salaries: 300 rupees
- Miscellaneous: 200 rupees

The total income for the year was 1500 rupees, with the major portion coming from other sources. The council has decided to allocate 100 rupees from the surplus to the reserve fund.

Shri Sultan Salamuddin Awaisi - Honorary advocate for the year 1981-82.
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...
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…”...
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[Text in Telugu]

(Translation)

Demand—Medical and Health Services.

[Further text in Telugu]
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Hr*tn
There is equal shares and the Hon. Members need not be apprehensive about it.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—I have not touched the Points raised by the Hon. Member. I seek your protection. I should not be disturbed time and again. Let me answer. If there is anything left out the Hon. Members can certainly ask me.

Sri A. Madan Mohan:—I have not touched the Points raised by the Hon. Member.
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for 1981-82:

Demand—Medical and Health Services.

1. For the year ending 31st March, 1982, the Government has estimated a total outlay of Rs. 33,000,00,000 for Medical and Health Services.

2. The estimated expenditure is as follows:

- Rs. 15,000,00,000 for Medical Services
- Rs. 12,000,00,000 for Health Services
- Rs. 6,000,00,000 for other purposes

The estimate is based on the following assumptions:

- Increase in population
- Increase in sickness rates
- Increase in hospitalization rates

To the extent that is possible, we will try to implement the budget estimates. However, it is important to note that the actual expenditure may vary due to unforeseen circumstances.

I am grateful to them that they have withdrawn all the cut motions.

With these considerations, the Government hopes to achieve the estimated outlay for 1981-82.
26th March, 1981.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1981-82:
Demand—Medical and Health Services.

Revenue: (Saraswathi) - In the 1981-82 budget, the demand for medical and health services has been approved. The total budget is Rs. 300. According to the revised estimates, the demand is Rs. 50.

7.20 p.m.

Revenue: (Shalini) - The demand for medical and health services in the 1981-82 budget has been approved. The total budget is Rs. 300. According to the revised estimates, the demand is Rs. 50.

End of the meeting.
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for 1981-82:
Demand - Medical and Health Services.

Hardly two percent of the total plan allocation
26th March, 1981.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget)
for 1981-82:
Demand-Medical and Health Services.

For 1981-82:

Demand-Medical and Health Services.

Public Industrial Units.

Budget for the year 1981-82 has been prepared on the basis of the recommendations of the Finance Commission for the year 1980-81.

In view of the recommendations of the Finance Commission, the State Government has decided to allocate a sum of Rs. 20 crore for public industrial units.

The budget for the year 1981-82 has been prepared in accordance with the recommendations of the Finance Commission for the year 1980-81.

The State Government has decided to allocate a sum of Rs. 20 crore for public industrial units.
Chairman:—Now the Cut Motions No. 223 to 235 are before the House.

The question is.

To reduce the allotment of Rs 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs 100.

For failure to upgrade the Taluk Headquarters Hospital of Anakapalli, Visakhapatnam district as a 30 bedded hospital with an X-ray machine although towns with a much lesser population have been upgraded.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs 100.

By giving permission for opening private Medical Colleges, only rich people are being provided medical education. No employment is provided to all unemployed doctors. No minimum medical facilities to common man in general and rural poor in particular are provided. The development of hospitals for chest diseases is being neglected. Many P.H.C.s. and civil dispensaries are kept without doctors. Corruption is rampant.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs 100.
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,16,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 16,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 116,86,12,000 for Medical and Health Services by Rs. 100.
Demand-Medical and Health Services,

The cut-motions were lost.

Chairman: — The question is:

That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 116,86,12,000 under Demand No. XXI Medical and Health Services.

Motion was adopted and the Demand granted.

Chairman: — Now the House stands adjourned until to-morrow 8-30 a.m., on 27th March, 1981.

(The House then adjourned to meet again at 8-30 a.m., on Friday the 27th March 1981.)